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I consider myself to be incredibly lucky that over 

the years my job has meant frequent trips to various 

destinations all over the U.S., a country I adore.   

I have many favourite places in the U.S. and one of 

those near the top of the list is Miami. For me, there 

is something particularly special about Miami, some-

thing exciting, something very unique.

So I was delighted when we chose the venue for our 

conference this year as the vibrant Bayside area of 

downtown Miami. 

I like to think that now the dust has settled I can 

safely say that it was an immensely enjoyable and 

successful conference and, as a venue, the Inter-

Continetal, did us proud.  

Overall, at the conference we had around 500 reg-

istered attendees plus a number of guests, which is 

above average for us and about the same total as last 

year at Colorado Springs. 

Certainly all of the immediate feedback I have re-

ceived has been extremely positive. My sincere 

thanks go to Mandie Bannwarth, the AIA Executive 

Director, and Elton Ching, together with the rest of 

the Onyx team, for all of their hard work and for mak-

ing things run smoothly.

The caliber of our keynote speakers was outstanding 

and I am sure, from the way it was going, the Q&A for 

FAA Administrator Michael Huerta could have lasted 

all day. 

We were also honoured, of course, to welcome as 

keynote speakers, Mike McGavick, Chief Executive 

Officer of XL Group PLC and the charismatic Roger 

Woolsey, Chief Executive Officer of MillionAir.

Our lunchtime speaker, Mike Durant, gave a highly 

inspirational and dramatic account of his horrific 

experiences of being shot down and captured in 

Somalia. Mike had the audience absolutely spell-

bound throughout. I feel sure that the DVD sales and 

downloads of the movie Black Hawk Down increased 

significantly in the days following. 

We do, however, owe an enormous debt of gratitude 

to all of our speakers throughout the conference. I 

am only too painfully aware of the amount of effort 

and preparation that goes into a presentation.

I am glad to say that the Miami sun was shining on 

us when we particularly needed it, and the Monday 

night party on the boat around Biscayne Bay was an 

especially enjoyable event. 

Once again we were treated to some superb and tal-

david sales - CGNMB LLP
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ented performances from  the AIA band ‘Smooth Lim-

its’. Well done to Paul Herbers, our Vice President, 

and Jack Harrington for putting this all together so 

successfully. We were also entertained by a slice of 

stand-up comedy given by John Howard and Jon 

Morse.  All in all, certainly a night to remember.

We did have some changes to the Board during the 

conference and sadly we said goodbye to Nic Strat-

ta, Chris Morin and Marcos Shuster who all stepped 

down. I know that I speak on behalf of everyone in 

thanking them for their commitment and zeal during 

their time on the Board. I hope that we will see them 

all back involved, in the not too distant future, in one 

guise or another.

Also stepping down from the Board is Franklin Bass, 

our Immediate Past President, and I would like to 

take this opportunity to thank Franklin, on behalf of 

the Association, for his dedication and passion over 

his 10 years on the Board. He showed tremendous 

vision and initiative during his leadership.

I am very pleased that both Jon Doolittle and Matt 

Rowley will remain on the Board as Directors at 

Large.  

I want to also congratulate and formally welcome to 

the Board; Nicole Wolfe Stout of Strawinski & Stout, 

P.C. as Director Elect for the Attorney’s Division and 

Greg Sterling of AIG Aerospace as Director Elect for 

the Underwriters Division. 

It’s a fine Board they are joining with lots of great 

camaraderie and I am sure that they will enjoy their 

respective roles immensely. 

Please remember that the Board and I are here to 

serve you, the AIA members. So please let us know 

if there is anything we can do to enhance your mem-

bership experience. We obviously like to hear when 

we get things right but, more importantly, we are also 

eager to hear from you when you feel improvements 

can be made.

Finally I would like to add my congratulations to our 

Pinnacle award winner, Doug Johnson. Doug is a 

good friend and the award is a very well deserved 

accolade for an exceptionally hard working guy. His 

energy and commitment as the Chair of the Educa-

tion Committee has been phenomenal.

Well, as one conference concludes so the prepara-

tion for the next one begins. As an early reminder 

from 29th April to 2nd May we will be at the icon-

ic and grandiose Hotel del Coronado in San Diego. 

Please save the date!!
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As everyone is very aware, we are in full swing with elec-
tion season. In this day and age, it seems everyone on the In-
ternet is an “Expert” on this policy or that politician.  We are 
constantly fed information on these candidates which is so 
often shared, forwarded, re-tweeted, and blogged about when 
no one has actually looked into the validity of the claims. This 
is also something we face as an industry. Every now and then, 
these “Experts” may actually have an original  idea or a contri-
bution worth reading. Unfortunately, too often, a bad opinion 
can be taken as truth and create a rabbit hole of confusion and 
misinformation.  There are no guidelines or governing body to 
validate these “Experts” to make sure that what they are saying 
is valuable or even the truth.  Thus, how do we know if we are 
being delivered correct information?  How do we know when 
we dealing with a real “Expert?”

We deal with experts every day in the aviation industry and 
-

tomers rely on us as aviation experts to give out information 
that is right and true.  They rely on the Aircraft Broker to sell 
them a reliable and decent aircraft, or their Agent / Broker to 
sell them the right insurance policy suited to their needs, and 
the proper safety expert to give them the right training for that 
airplane;  just to name a few.  It may seem like an elementary 

How Do You Spot an Expert?

LUKE UITHOVEN - Kimmel Aviation Insurance Agency, Inc

concept, but there are a lot of variables to consider and giving 
out bad information can have disastrous repercussions.  Many 
of our customers want our honest opinion on the next airplane 
to purchase or training program to use and that leaves a lot 
of room for an “Expert” to push a personal agenda or give in-
formation that is not in the best interest of the client.  This is 
a very vulnerable spot for the client because they expect the 
“Expert” to be unbiased and give good advice, however, they 
have no idea if the “Expert” will receive a bigger commission 
if he purchases one aircraft over another, or if one insurance 
company is giving a little more commission than another. As 
a player in this industry, we have a lot of power to sway cus-
tomers to form opinions based on our expertise, so it’s our re-
sponsibility to make sure this power is being used for the good 
of the client.

With that being said, how do we know if we can honestly con-
-

pert as: “having or showing special skill or knowledge because 
of what you have been taught or you have experienced.”   An-
other source states that a person must have 10,000 hours in 

average American works 2,080 hours a year if they are a full-
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As a player in this industry, we have a 

lot of power to sway customers to form 

opinions based on our expertise, so it’s our 

responsibility to make sure this power is 

being used for the good of the client.

subject at hand and relaying the proper information.  Experts 
also don’t focus on themselves in their stories or explanations, 
but relay information gathered from personal experiences, 
other people’s experiences or research.  True experts also are 
not afraid to admit that they do not know everything and will 
gladly pass the question on to someone more knowledgeable 
than them on the particular topic.

As Aviation Insurance professionals, we have a big responsi-

them with an expert more knowledgeable than ourselves.  It is 
very easy for us to act like we know everything and ramble on 
to the client, not considering the actual repercussions of what 
we are saying.  The client’s best interest should be our motiva-
tion because it should be our goal to provide them the best cus-
tomer service possible.  There are all kinds of self-proclaimed 
Aviation “Experts” out there that are chasing the commissions 
and the best deal for themselves.  To be a real expert, we must 

Insurance Professional to pass on the proper information to 
our clients because the margin for 
error is very slim.  If we put in the 

and truly put the client’s best in-

the best customer service and be-
come Experts that can be trusted.
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We had a great turnout at the annual conference in 

Miami and especially at the Attorney CLE Program.  On be-

half of the AIA Board of Directors, I want to thank all of our 

speakers for their insightful and informative presentations.  

The presentation materials can be found on the AIA website 

under the Post-Conference Section.  

I also want to congratulate the new Attorney’s Division Di-

rector-Elect, Nicole Wolfe Stout of Strawinski & Stout, P.C. 

in Atlanta.  Nicole and I will work closely in planning next 

year’s CLE program and in creating additional membership 

benefits for the Attorney’s Division.  

 

Looking ahead to next year’s conference, which will be held 

in San Diego, our planning process for the Attorney’s CLE 

program will begin this Summer.  We welcome any sugges-

tions for topics that you would like to see covered in next 

year’s program.   As always, we also encourage members to 

submit an article on a topic of interest for publication in the 

AIA Binder Magazine.

Please feel free to send your comments and suggestions to 

me at deborah.elsasser@clydeco.us, Nicole Stout at nws@

Strawlaw.com, or Mandie Bannwarth at Mandie@aiaweb.

org.  We look forward to hearing from you!

Attorney’s division

Deborah elsasser - Clyde & Co US LLP

ATTORNEY’S DIVISION REPORT
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Randall Nelson - Bonanza A36 pilot, Aviation enthusiast, Aviation attorney, AIA member

Decades ago the aviation community slowly realized the 
dangers of wake turbulence, and so it implemented rules and 
training for its risk mitigation. By the time I was a student in 
the 90’s, wake turbulence avoidance was well ensconced in the 
consciousness of a generation of student textbooks and train-
ing. The ensuing generation of pilots embraced this training 
and today, wake turbulence casualties have become increas-
ingly rare in the United States.

Similar to the evolution of wake turbulence training, I suspect 

training. At present, there has not been a single accident in-
volving contact between an aircraft and a drone. However, we 
all know it is coming. Americans will turn on the news one day 
to learn of a GA plane crash where all aboard were killed by a 
drone collision. Here’s a likely scenario: The young kid who 
borrows his dad’s new drone will not pay attention to airport 

his drone at 2,000 AGL. He will be so sorry the accident hap-
pened. He couldn’t have imagined hurting anyone, he was just 
having fun, and didn’t see the Cessna 182 until it was too late. 
Is the risk that serious? Each month, the FAA receives more 
than 100 reports from pilots (and civilians) who spot what ap-
pear to be drones operating too closely to an airport or an air-
craft.1 The FAA is taking the threat extremely seriously. It has 

a ray gun designed to see and destroy drones, and the FAA is 
testing it for airport applications.2

Consider what we learned in Miami -there are approximate-
ly 200,000 registered GA aircraft in the United States, there 
are already 400,000 drones. Everyone expects that number 

READY FOR DRONE 
AVOIDANCE FLYING?

to reach into the millions soon. Everyone has a cell phone; is 
there a day when each of us will own a drone? Drone/plane 

My purpose in writing is not to whine about drones or lament 
their access to the nation’s low-level airspace. At the AIA Mi-
ami conference, we saw the video about the commercial appli-
cations of drone technology. Lives will be saved when drones 
replace humans in routine tasks such as roof and cell tower 
inspection. The safety and productivity increases are limitless. 
Yes, drone use of the airspace is dangerous and will inevitably 

-
itive result in the column for drones. And put in perspective, 
drone accident risks are less than that of most transportation 
activity. The commercial promise of drone technology is worth 
the inevitable accident, and no doubt drones will continue to 

Naysayers will surely demur on grounds that drones are pro-

AGL, so an accident is unlikely. Sure, if you assume every 
drone user will always follow the rules, no exceptions. No use 
above 500 feet AGL is a rule, not a performance limitation on 
the part of the drone’s power system. Recently I spoke with a 
drone owner who has operated his drone at 2,000 AGL with 
no decrease in performance. It’s not realistic to expect human 
behavior to suddenly be perfect when it comes to drone usage. 

The insurance industry employs actuaries who can already tell 
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you the statistical probabilities of a plane/drone accident in 
the next few years. When driving a car, I would much rather 
drive defensively than count on the possibility that the texting 
teenage driver on the road next to me is going to carefully com-

It certainly piques my curiosity when attorneys suggest the 

rendering a pilot responsible to see and avoid a drone. Any-
one who has sat left seat and looked out on the horizon after 

-
neuvering at your altitude,” knows that a third of the time, you 

-

looking for an airplane the size of a bedroom. It is dubious to 
suggest that a pilot will see and avoid a drone before impact. 
Also, a drone may look little and cute, but some weigh in at 55 
pounds, and this size drone will be absolutely lethal to any GA 
pilot who sustains a windshield strike. Such a collision would 
also possibly be lethal in the event of a strike on the elevators 

a usable propeller after the strike). A 

tear the metal and throw the sparks into 
the ripped open gas tank in the wing. A 
light aircraft strike with a drone isn’t go-
ing to produce fatalities every time, but 
the probabilities are far more than just 
hull damage. In my hometown of Bill-
ings, the local hospital deploys its heli-
copter routinely around dense neighbor-
hoods at 200 AGL. Anyone want to take 

the helicopter’s rotor blades over the top 
of a building full of thousands of hospital 
patients? I assume the little toy size plas-
tic drones are not a concern. But the new 

FAA rules allow drones to weigh 55 

weight and speed, the collision 
won’t be pretty.

So back to the matter of drone 

much of an issue for an Airbus 320 
with a one-inch thick windshield. 
Today’s jet aircraft windshield is a 

$300,000 marvel of engineering technology; mine is not. My 
windshield is thin, and 35 years old. And unlike the 767, I can’t 

-

make its way into the textbooks and student pilot curricula. 
For now, I intend to handle it on my own. 

a drone strike even before entering the airspace. I can consider 
the population center location in relationship to the airport. 
In VFR conditions might an area surrounding the airport be 
less likely to be subjected to drone use? Can I request a run-
way that would have me on a vector over an area less likely 
for drone use, assuming acceptable winds? I certainly hope no 
errant drone operator wants to try his skills in IMC around an 
airport because standard departures (SIDs) eliminate most of 

are accustomed to selecting their best rate of climb rate (VY), 
or perhaps a rate that produces the most favorable engine 
temperatures. Not me. Upon rotation, I go to VX every time. 

Attorney’s division

a drone may look little and cute, but some 

weigh in at 55 pounds, and this size drone 

will be absolutely lethal to any GA pilot 

who sustains a windshield strike.
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I climb at just above stall speed with my climb rate pushed 
to maximum rate for the temperate/gross weight/density al-

climb-out, so be it. My goal is to be as far out of drone range 
as possible by the time the end of the runway disappears. I can 
deal with an engine temperature at redline better than I can a 
55 lb drone coming through my windshield in 100 sharp pieces 
after an encounter with my propeller.

goes, if you lose an engine or have another emergency requir-
ing an immediate landing, at least your gear is already out 
and ready for landing. I used to employ that technique, but 
no more. I’ll take my chance of needing to throw the gear in 
a hurry; I’d much rather have the increased rate of climb to 
avoid the drones out there. 

what it’s like to try to climb in a C152 on a hot summer day. 
You’re lucky get 100 fpm. That means leaving the airport en-
vironment at very low altitudes and remaining at low altitudes 
long after you’ve passed the 5 mile mark where drone activity 

my only option were low altitudes over drone territory, I might 

consider hanging it up or upgrading to a high performance air-
craft. Drones provide an entirely new reason to be interested 
in high performing aircraft. For me, this concern augments the 
list of excuses to pay a September visit to Tornado Alley Turbo 

at 1,500 fpm after leaving the runway. 

-
lated areas and 500 AGL above rural areas, mostly in class G 
airspace. As a Montana pilot, we love our wide open class G; 

might have been fun a few years ago, I suggest the prolifera-

at those AGL levels. Fly close to the ground ever again? No 
thank you.

Then there’s the issue of the stabilized descent- typically re-
garded as a 3 degree descent rate. This is the descent currently 

close to the ground 5 miles from the runway. From now on, I’ll 

more than just the bugs on my windshield.
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in the pattern for landing. Many of these standard rectangular 
patterns will place an aircraft close to the perimeter of that 5 
mile area where drones are free to operate and require 1,000 
AGL. Worse, when I’m in the pattern at 1000 AGL, it’s not un-
heard of to receive a vector for sequencing from ATC that turns 
me miles out away from the airport. Just the other day in Hel-
ena, Montana, the tower extended my downwind; I practically 
had to start climbing for McDonald pass before being allowed 
to turn inbound. The route took me directly over the most 
densely populated part of Helena. This situation throws all of 
my carefully conceived drone avoidance plans out the window. 
So there is a strong case to be made that the 5 mile prohibi-
tion just isn’t going to cut it for the airport environment. Please 
take note, FAA.

-

ment. I’ve mentioned what pilots 
need to consider for drone risk 
mitigation. But, that said, drone 
owners need to bear the burden of 
risk mitigation as well. What about 
requiring TCAS? TCAS was once 
a luxury exclusive to jetliners, but 
now ADSB now functions just like 
TCAS in concert with my Garmin 

430 WAAS. The FAA requires ADSB out by 2020 (I bought 
it early for the safety), so why not impose the same burden 
on drone owners? We all know the technology is there to arm 
these drones with the avionics to link into the ADSB-in/out 
system and create alerts to the drone user, or better yet, au-
tomatically divert the drone out of the aircraft’s path. The 
DJI Phantom 4, for instance, comes equipped with a collision 
avoidance system, so it’s not a huge leap to suggest it. Some 
might say the cost is prohibitive, an unreasonable burden 

burdens imposed on GA pilots is mind numbing, and getting 
worse every year. It may sound conspiratorial, but many in the 
GA community believe the FAA wants us GA pilots out of the 
air for good. Hopefully that is urban myth. I do know, person-
ally, of the annual expense and time commitment to maintain 

So there is a strong case to be made that 

the 5 mile prohibition just isn’t going to 

cut it for the airport environment. 
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can be burdened to such an extent, fairness dictates imposing 
similar systems (and the attendant expenses) on drone users 
to mitigate the risk of the inevitable drone user who carelessly 
allows a collision with a small plane.

And when the risk mitigation fails, what about loss compen-
sation? Many states provide that an aircraft may not enter 
its airspace without insurance coverage- New Mexico is one 
such state. What about mandatory drone liability insurance? 
When the aviation insurers start to pay hull loss claims for 
$600,000, (or worse passenger death liability claims in the 
millions against the pilot based upon the silly negligence al-
legation that the pilot failed to see and avoid the drone), how 
do you think the subrogation prospects will look against the 
young kid who is so sorry? When the insurer gets its million 
dollar subrogation judgment against him, how will it collect 
it- a judgement execution sale of his Xbox?

I apologize for my curmudgeonly whining about the good 
old days before drones. I do love the new technology. When 
it comes to aviation technology like my Stratus enabled Fore-

wouldn’t care to go back. The new technology is simply amaz-
-

gy development will produce a few down sides. For GA pilots, 
drones are such a downside- another hassle and restriction on 

will one day love their drones more than my old Bonanza. And 
I like that it will be hard for the FAA to kick us GA pilots out of 
the airspace if that same FAA is going to be accommodating to 
drone enthusiasts. So, you GA pilots-just be careful, and stay 
out of the low altitudes- climb quickly and descend at the very 
last moment for a safe landing. If you’re vectored for sequenc-
ing out of the pattern and over the city, consider asking to gain 

What does the future hold for drone avoidance? Stay tuned- 
it’s likely to be a wild ride as the nation’s airspace makes room 
for millions of drones. Let’s hope this wild ride does not in-
clude a drone crashing through a pilot’s windshield. And let’s 
also encourage regulations that require drone owners to share 
the burden and expense of risk mitigation.

1: www.faa.gov/news/updates/?newsid=84810
2: https://www.theguardian.com/technology/2015/oct/07/drone-
death-ray-device-liteye-auds. & http://www.hstoday.us/channels/
global/single-article-page/faa-is-testing-british-ray-gun-to-shoot-
down-drones.html
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Aircraft on the ground may be at risk from a number of 
perils including: natural catastrophes such as wind storm or 

-
lides with aircraft parked at the terminal, or deliberate acts of 

However, the actual exposure can vary very considerably from 
airport to airport and even from hour to hour.

Lloyds Realistic Disaster Scenarios (RDS) describe a number 
-

cantly impact the insurance industry. These RDSs include a 
number based on natural perils including RDS 8 and 9, Cali-
fornia Earthquake – Los Angeles and San Francisco.

Although it is generally thought that aircraft parked in the 
open on the ramp are, in most cases, at less risk of damage 
from an earthquake, the agreed value of the aircraft at Los 
Angeles or San Francisco potentially at risk can well exceed 

Aviation Ground Accumulation

$5 billion. However, the actual exposure at the two airports, 

market value of aircraft on the ground at Los Angeles being, 
typically, about twice that at San Francisco.

The peak exposure time at both airports is in the late evening, 
at around 10pm, but at Los Angeles this then rapidly decreas-
es so that it is at its lowest during the early morning hours. 
After about 6am exposure at Los Angeles gradually increases 
throughout the day, building back to a new peak in the eve-
ning.

At San Francisco, although the peak exposure time, more or 
less, matches Los Angeles at 10pm, there is then only a gradual 
reduction during the night and exposure is still relatively high 
at 6am. However, it then falls rapidly to its lowest point be-
tween 7 and 9am and stays relatively low throughout the day, 
only increasing again after about 7pm.

paul hayes - Director of Air Safety and Insurance at Ascend Flightglobal Consultancy
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destroyed either ‘by accident’ or as the result of being deliber-
ately targeted.

Two airports, which might be considered at risk of attack, are 
Cairo and Karachi. The value of aircraft on the ground at these 
airports at any time is far less than at the two Californian air-
ports but can still approach $1 billion, in market value terms, 
during peak times.

Karachi’s peak exposure time is at 9am but this then falls rap-
idly to a low at around midday before climbing slightly in the 
early afternoon; Exposure then falls back later in the afternoon 
before climbing again in the evening.

At Cairo the peak times are at 7am and between 9 and 11pm. 
Exposure falls back after midnight but remains relatively high 
throughout the night. The lowest exposure time at the airport 
is during the afternoon.

Looking at other airports around the world, the two with the 
highest peaks for ground accumulation for aircraft operating 
scheduled services, in ‘average’ value terms, are Dubai at $5.6 
billion and London Heathrow at $5.4 billion. In ‘maximum’ 
value terms and, certainly, in insurance agreed value terms, 
the exposure will be far higher, and could approach $10 bil-
lion. However, the peak for Atlanta, one of the busiest airports 
in the world, using average values, is only $1.4 billion.

ground but 85 of these will be narrow-bodied aircraft with rel-
atively low values. At the peak time in Atlanta there are typical-
ly only 14 wide-bodied aircraft on the ground.

London Heathrow, at 92 aircraft, has almost as many aircraft 

-
most all of these being wide-bodied jets; 82 aircraft. This wide-

-
ators, 25 Boeing 777s and 10 Boeing 787s.

At its peak, Dubai may have only 65 aircraft on the ground 

A380s and 30 Boeing 777s/Airbus A330s. There will be a total 
of 44 wide-bodies on the ground with all but one of these, a 

Notes.
1.  Values shown are aircraft ‘market values’. The insurance values 

2.  Data is for scheduled operations only.

PH 28 April 2016

www.flightglobal.com
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2016Annual conference report

kim rosenlof - aviation international news

Broadly speaking across the marketplace, we as insur-
ers have actually been declining in relevance.” That was the 

of his “state of the industry” presentation at the recent Avi-
ation Insurance Association (AIA) Conference in Miami, Fla. 
According to several speakers at the conference, the aviation 
insurance industry continues to be plagued with high competi-
tion, low premium revenues, rising claims costs and a contin-
uously changing risk management landscape. While the words 

about, there were also positive messages, especially around the 
blossoming commercial UAS market. 

McGavick defended his somewhat tongue-in-cheek comment 
about decreasing relevance by pointing out that while the in-
surance industry is “superb at insuring physical things,” now-
adays there are fewer physical items to insure. “If you look 
at what’s making the world more valuable these days, it isn’t 
necessarily physical things,” said McGavick, citing the time 
functions on cellphones, which are driving down sales of wrist-
watches. “Much of the world’s economy has shifted to intangi-
ble assets, such as software code, ideas and reputations. We as 
insurers have had a tough time with that transition.” Self-in-

surance is also dimming the industry’s relevance as many 
corporations forgo traditional insurance in favor of keeping 
funds–and their corporate best practices–to themselves.

To remain relevant, the insurance industry must “race ahead 
and match the rate of change that our clients are experiencing 
and be relevant to the things that create value to them today,” 
said McGavick. As an example, he explained that XL Catlin is 

-
-

ability theories that will allow this technology to come forward. 
Because we know that if the liability theory doesn’t move, the 
whole technology could be sitting on the sidelines instead of 
being used by mankind.”

sector: clients facing greater global exposure; data mined with 
new analytic tools; consolidation in the broker community; 
pension funds providing alternative capital sources for re-in-

point to future consolidation in the industry.
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said. “The rates currently being charged for risk are not sus-
tainable. In this environment, the only way to grow is consol-
idation.”

While the macro view of the industry may be that of an indus-
try struggling to stay relevant, for business aircraft owners and 
operators the insurance broker is far from irrelevant. Main-
taining a close relationship with your insurance broker can be 
a good source of information on industry best practices that 
can help lower rates and losses.

“The [insurance] broker’s role is to help the helicopter com-
munity,” said Larry Mattiello, director of aviation for Aviation 
Specialty Underwriters in Addison, Texas. “The broker has 
been recognized by the FAA, NTSB, HAI [Helicopter Associa-
tion International], and IHST [International Helicopter Safety 
Team] as the resource who is closer to the helicopter end user 
than any other person or entity in our society.”

Mattiello emphasized the importance of ensuring that the bro-
ker knows the type and value of all equipment that could be at-
tached to the aircraft and the cost of installing any permanent 

and the installation and equipment costs should be factored in 
when the broker goes to the underwriter for the coverage and 
the quote. Failing to do so may result in an under-insured air-

of a loss. Helicopter operators in particular need to be sure 
that external equipment such as cameras are covered, possibly 
in an addendum.

“Hull insurance typically covers just the aircraft itself,” said 
Mattiello. “If you have a ten-percent deductible on a helicopter 
used in the motion picture industry, and you have a $500,000 
camera attached that’s owned by someone else, that camera 
may become a self-insured item that nobody is going to be 
happy about [if there is a loss]. Someone must pay for that 
camera, and it’s usually going to be the operator.”

CLAIMS ISSUES: LIMITS TOO HIGH OR NOT HIGH ENOUGH?

It’s not just aircraft that are often under-insured. During a 
panel discussion titled “Current issues in aviation claims reso-
lution,” Michael McGrory, partner in SmithAmundsen’s Aero-
space group in Chicago, described a common problem with 
claims involving automobiles damaging aircraft when driving 
up to the airplane at a general aviation airport. “Some drivers 
are not familiar with parts of the airplane that might be close to 
the ground, and collisions often ensue. The auto carrier often 
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doesn’t have nearly enough limit to pay for damage to the busi-

object. But try to get them to settle when the general insurance 

just don’t believe it. So litigation goes on. It’s unfortunate be-
cause usually these claims should be settled quickly but very 
often they’re not.”

-
ing to Michael Peterson, senior vice president and national di-
rector at Willis Aerospace  Americas, the underwriter’s desire 
to repair the aircraft rather than pay out the agreed value can 
lead to problems. “The initial reaction of the insurers is that 
they’re looking at paying out a lot of money, so they look for 
ways to repair the aircraft,” Peterson said. “And it can get chal-
lenging dealing with their expert in this area versus experts 
hired by the policy holder. A lot of these aircraft are subject 

holder to insure the aircraft for more than market value. So 
there’s a legitimate basis for it, but from the claims side it’s a 
big challenge.”

-

insurance. According to Edwin Baez, vice president of Berkley 
Specialty Underwriting Managers Environmental division, the 
exceedingly high cost of environmental cleanup and remedia-
tion has prompted many airports to add environmental insur-
ance stipulations to contractual agreements.

“We’re seeing more requirements for purchasing environmen-
tal insurance even for something like a hangar, which most 
people would see as low risk,” Baez said. “If you set foot on 
an airport, you’ll need to carry environmental insurance… and 
name [the airport] as additional insured. That’s becoming 
commonplace.”

Baez cited several aviation activities with environmental ex-
posures, including fueling, de-icing, aerial chemical applica-
tion, aircraft repair and painting, part manufacturing, and fuel 
transportation and storage. Fuel storage tanks–both above 

costs in the event of an accidental release.

“Cleanup and remediation of underground storage tanks can 
-

cult state like California, Florida or Texas, and you contami-
nate drinking wells, it could go way beyond $1 million.”

Baez said that most airport owner and operator general liabil-
ity policies include broad pollution exclusions, which is why 

contractor’s pollution liability and coverage for tankage, in-

injury and property damage, emergency response costs, busi-
ness interruption costs and more. Because aviation doesn’t 
have the best track record and some environmental insurance 
carriers are still intimidated by aviation operations, many en-
tities are requiring the purchase of environmental insurance in 

estate transactions, mergers and acquisitions.

Corporations that own aircraft should review their liability 
policies to ensure that the corporation and all pertinent indi-
viduals are named insureds. According to Jonathan Morse of 
The Morse Law Group, the language used in various policies 

covered at all.

-
ered as well as the corporation, and whether the corporation is 
really covered at all. Suggested language for corporate-insured 
aircraft should name the insured as: ‘[name of the corporation 
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-
bers and employees, past and present.’”

FAA ENFORCEMENT ACTIONS 
AND COMPLIANCE PHILOSOPHY

-
ing of apparent violations and a collaborative approach to solv-

holders to disclose voluntarily any regulation violations they 
have incurred through the Voluntary Disclosure Report Pro-
gram (VDRP) or Aviation Safety Action Program (ASAP), de-

are operating. But Attorney Paul Lange warned that while par-
ticipating in one of the federal voluntary disclosure programs 

avoid hefty penalties and enhance safety,  there may be severe 
unintended enforcement and litigation-related consequences.

“The FAA is seemingly unaware that there are other things out 
there like civil litigation,” Lange said. “It [says] that you are 
protected under Part 193 because it thinks the world is limited 
to FAA enforcement.”

hours to report a violation after it occurs to be given the full 
protection of either program–must be careful about the ad-
missions they make. Not only can the FAA revoke protection 
under certain circumstances, but the information gathered 
through these programs can be used by other federal or state 

-

within 72 hours, and a full report within 10 days that describes 
the apparent violation, immediate action taken and that the 
non-compliance has ceased.

“That sounds like an awful lot of admissions to me,” Lange 
said. “They ask what regulation you have violated. They ask 

lawyer’s dream.” Lange noted that while the FAA may extend 

to provide reasons why the extension is needed and those “ad-
missions tend to be harmful.”

Participating in voluntary disclosure programs has become ex-
pected (or a standard of care in legalese), and not using one 

tort litigation. But on the positive side, Safety Management 
Systems (SMS) have also become a standard of care, and com-
panies that implement SMS, especially if they are not required 
to, are seen during litigation to be demonstrating a higher re-
gard for safe practices.

Not only can the FAA 

revoke protection under 

certain circumstances, but 

the information gathered 

through these programs can 

be used by other federal 

or state agencies or by 

plaintiff’s legal counsel. 
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it establishes senior management’s commitment to continu-
ally improve safety,” said Lange. “The safety promotion por-
tion talks about other actions to create a positive safety cul-
ture. This is not a bad thing to have in front of a tort jury, or 
when arguing to an FAA lawyer on an enforcement case. When 
you’ve got an SMS in place, you can argue that you have man-
agement commitment to continually improve safety and create 
a positive safety culture, notwithstanding what may or may not 
have gone wrong.” 

Beyond implementing and updating an SMS, companies can 
avoid FAA enforcement actions by measuring accountability 
against policies and procedures, recognizing risk factors and 
using periodic third-party audits. But it also helps if you don’t 
advertise violations of the Federal Aviation Regulations on 
your website, which is largely how SkyPan International in-
curred a $1.9 million penalty for unauthorized unmanned ae-

While SkyPan’s initial response to the FAA says that the com-
pany “has been conducting aerial photography…for 27 years 
in full compliance with published FAA regulations,” the FAA 
used images from the company’s website and documentation 
subpoenaed from SkyPan’s insurance company to determine 

New York class B airspace without ATC permission. Because 
-
-

“The basic takeaway to consider,” said Donald Mark of Minne-

of the FAA v SkyPan International case, “Is that there’s no in-
dication that anybody at the FAA caught SkyPan in the act. All 

information was gathered under subpoena from either Skypan 
directly or the insurance carrier that had referenced all of the 

violations even if you’re not caught in the act.”

FAA Administrator Michael Huerta chose not to comment on 
the SkyPan case during a Q&A session after his remarks ad-
dressing the AIA conference, but he responded to a question 
about the “disconnect between FAA senior management and 

-

“It’s very much a work in progress,” said Huerta, referring to 
-
-

concern from an ASI [aviation safety inspector] or regional 
counselor is that if we are asking them to exercise judgment, 

about, what if they get it wrong? They want to be assured that 
the agency will stand behind whatever decision they make.”

-
ing from an enforcement stance to a collaborative mindset fo-
cused on helping the industry achieve compliance. “This is an 
important cultural change because you’re taking a world that 
was black and white, and you’re turning it into interpreting 

to work through. I feel good about the progress we’re making. 
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change overnight, but it’s something we’re committed to and 
we’re tackling it one on one with conversations with employ-
ees.”

Huerta also commented on the upcoming FAA Reauthoriza-
tion bills making their ways through the U.S. House of Repre-
sentatives and the U.S. Senate, stating that the agency would 

“There are a lot of things that get in the way of our ability to 
-
-

ond thing is stability. During my tenure at the agency, we have 
been through 25 short-term extensions, two shutdowns and a 

So what we would really like to have is a long-term authoriza-
tion that would give us the stability to carry out the work that 
we’re supposed to do.”

UAS OPERATIONS PRESENT BOTH RISK AND OPPORTUNITY

While the booming unmanned aircraft system (UAS) popula-
tion had already gained the aviation insurance industry’s at-
tention a few years ago, UAS and the impact on risk manage-
ment was a hot topic at this year’s AIA conference. The sheer 
numbers of UAS being sold represent both risk and opportu-
nity. The FAA estimates approximately 2.5 million UAS will 

435,000 recreational UAS operators have already registered an 
average of 1.5 drones each on the FAA Small UAS Aircraft Reg-
istry. While some hobbyists are joining the Academy of Model 
Aeronautics (AMA), which provides education on regulations 
and procedures to new UAS pilots and 
liability coverage under its $2.5 million 
general liability insurance program, 
those who do not may remain unaware 
of registration requirements, airspace 
restrictions and even operational safety 

spotter and keeping the UAS within line 
of sight).

“There are essentially two sides to the 
UAS manufacturing industry,” said 
James Van Meter, aviation practice lead-
er for UAS at Allianz Global Corporate & 

pilot and UAS operator. “Some of them 

view themselves as airmen and maintain that airmen will al-
ways be the ones operating this equipment. The others are ro-
boticists, who feel they can make the technology so good that 
anyone can operate it…It will be interesting to see in the next 
few years which party wins out. As aviation insurers, we feel 
that to operate UAS safely, operators need to be airmen and 
they need to approach the operations like pilots.”

Chris Proudlove, senior vice president for complex/unmanned 
risk at Global Aerospace, echoed this sentiment when discuss-
ing underwriting UAS policies. “We look at the applicant,” said 
Proudlove. “A 30-year aviation company that’s diversifying 

who is simply using a drone to get a better shot. We look at 
things like checklists and logbooks, things that are part of the 
fabric of aviation. Companies that blend the best of technology 
with solid aviation background seem to do the best job of get-
ting through the startup process and operating safely.”

According to Van Meter and Proudlove, the aviation insurance 

account for drones. Nearly every insurance product available 
for manned aircraft is now available for unmanned aircraft, in-
cluding up to $1 million hull insurance and up to $300 million 
liability limit.

-
cies for] the cameras, the sensors, the launches and the recov-
ery equipment,” said Van Meter. “Someone asked me if we’ve 
ever actually quoted $300 million [in liability limits]; it’s pret-
ty rare. Most of the [commercial UAS] buyers in this space are 

Huerta also commented on the 

upcoming FAA Reauthorization bills 

making their ways through the U.S. 

House of Representatives and the 

U.S. Senate, stating that the agency 

would like two things from the final bill: 

flexibility and stability. 
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in the $50 million [liability limit] range. 
But those higher limits are available.”

UAS community still has some matur-
ing to do when it comes to writing legal-
ly binding contracts. “We’ve seen a lot of 
fairly loose contracts,” Proudlove said, 
“Decisions [are] being made over a beer 
and not with legally binding contracts. 
We had one claim where a $70,000 
camera was wrecked. It had been lent by 
one operator to another and there was 
no contractual agreement. No one knew 

out and paid the claim, but it highlight-
ed that there’s a great deal to be done 
to make sure the proper contracts are 
being used to support this industry as it 
grows.”

Lester Forsythe of the Unmanned Safety 
Institute discussed safe UAS operations, 
including the need to have a minimum 
of two adequately trained people operat-

of the biggest UAS operation technology 
issues is lack of training,” said Forsythe. 
“Even commercial users that have Sec-
tion 333 exemptions today, most still 
don’t get professional training or have 
the aviation mindset. We’re trying to 
make sure that people understand that 
we have to treat these things as aircraft.”

Forsythe listed a number of operational considerations that 
non-aviation UAS operators may not think of, including prox-
imity to an airport, GPS non-availability in certain areas and 
winds aloft. “If the UAS has operating limitations of 30 mph, 
and there is a 25 mph wind on the ground, the operator might 

-
ly stronger. As soon as the UAS gets up a couple of hundred 
feet, the wind could exceed the UAS’s capability.”

Forsythe also pointed out that the majority of UAS manufac-
turers are not aircraft manufacturers. “They are using consum-
er-grade components, not commercial- or military grade-com-
ponents, so there are going to be failures. You get what you 
pay for. If you buy a $1,000 drone and use it every day for 
commercial activity, expect a failure.”

White Burnett, is that while the FAA limits the majority of UAS 
operations to a maximum altitude of 400 feet, manned aircraft 
are reporting seeing UAS at altitudes much higher than 400 
feet. Morris tied this statistic to a 2011 study of 71 business avi-

found 63 percent of these accidents began at less than 1,000 

landing and on go-arounds,” said Morris. “So you can see the 

aircraft trying to land.”

incidents overall, including new verbiage in Sections 23.200 
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and 23.215 requiring warnings to improve pilot awareness of 

“The Part 23 rules are part of the FAA’s new approach to per-
formance-based requirements as opposed to prescriptive rules 
dictating a certain type of compliance,” Morris said. “The per-
formance-based requirements propose requiring warnings to 
improve pilot awareness of stall margins, angle of attack (AoA) 
or energy awareness.” 

Morris also noted other regulatory changes aimed at reducing 

for the approval of non-required AoA systems, and the new-

“There’s a question about the cost of [the simulator upgrades], 
and from what I’ve seen there’s only one simulator that’s com-
pliant with the new requirements,” Morris said. “The FAA esti-
mates that it will cost $80 million for airlines to upgrade these 
simulators; some wonder whether the [airframe] manufactur-

going to give that up easily or charge for it. The FAA has rec-
ognized that might be an issue and will allow third-party pro-

a wider range of aircraft. However, the biggest issue with the 
new simulator capabilities is that there are no instructors that 
have used them before because they haven’t been required.”

AWARDS AND RECOGNITIONS
The AIA presented its annual Pinnacle Award to Doug John-
son, president of JSL Aviation. Having worked in the aviation 
insurance industry since 1975, Johnson has earned the Certi-

and currently serves as the chairperson of AIA’s Education 
Committee.

The association inducted nine members into its Eagle Soci-
ety this year: Vickie Adams of Global Aerospace; former AIA 
president Franklin Bass of XL Catlin; Peter Eden of Lockton 
Companies; Dave Garvey of Aviation Training Management; 

Redgrove of CGNMB; Denny Shupe of Schnader Harrison 
Segal & Lewis; Nic Stratta of Aviation LS; and Kim Weisel of 
Wings. The association also recognized Nick Davies for earn-
ing the CAIP designation.

Reproduced by kind permission of AIN Publications.
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AIA WOULD LIKE TO THANK OUR

2016 CONFERENCE SPONSORS
OULD LIKE TO THANK

Law Offices of LaMontagne & Amador
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For the first time in a very long time, our CE offering on Sunday was 

granted a full 8 hours of credit in every single state applied to. The 

sessions were well received and several people have offered ideas 

for next year. We hope to continue to build on this success.

As many of you know, the AIA with the help of Dr. Bruce Chad-

bourne and Dr. Alex Wells had been offering an introductory course 

in aviation insurance based on the text book authored by the 

professors. Affectionately known as “the weekend course” it had 

been an integral part of the CAIP curriculum for many years. In a 

“perfect storm” of events, the book became outdated, the profes-

sors decided to retire and the AIA decided to create a new course 

with more in depth, original content developed by AIA members and 

owned by the AIA.

This current year has been very productive at the AIA Education 

Foundation.

First, let me thank those of you, both corporate and individual, who 

have so generously contributed to your AIA Education Foundation.  

Those of you who have not done so already, please give the AIA 

Education Foundation serious consideration in your future planning 

for giving.  You can support our funding initiatives through your 

purchase of the AIA merchandise on-line throughout the year 24-7.  

Those of you who attended the golf outing at the annual convention 

have contributed through your participation in the event for which 

we thank you.

Your generous support allows us to develop NEW scholarship and 

award programs such as these three  new academic merit award 

programs:

The Wells-Chadbourne Award
The name of the award preserves the dedication and academic 

excellence of the authors of the Aviation Insurance and Risk 

Management Course textbook written by Drs. Alex T. Wells and 

Bruce D. Chadbourne.  Their examples of excellence in academic 

pursuits, both with us and throughout their careers, motivate us 

all to continue our personal pursuit of excellence.  There will be a 

$1,000 award for the individual with the highest grade score on 

the new aviation course exam, which is now known as, AVIATION 

INSURANCE, CORE PRINCIPALS AND CONCEPTS.

• All CAIP courses to have been completed

• The individual must me an AIA Member in good standing ai
a 
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C. Alan Smith - Chairman, AIA Education Foundation

It is fair to say that this project was indeed an industry-wide 

collaboration and every discipline within the AIA made a significant 

contribution.

While the idea was germinated in the education committee, it could 

not have come to fruition without the full support of the AIA Board 

of Directors and the AIA Education Foundation. We appreciate their 

commitment.

It is especially important to thank all of the members of the edu-

cation committee and also every contributor, who was recruited, 

cajoled, hoodwinked or otherwise convinced to assist with this 

massive undertaking.

The Distinguished Graduate Award
There will be a $1,000 award given to the individual in the aviation 

insurance industry over 5 years, with the highest score on the 

AVIATION INSURANCE, CORE PRINCIPALS AND CONCEPTS course 

during the preceding 12 months.

• The individual must be employed more than 5 years in the 

aviation industry

• Be an AIA Member or employed by an AIA Member Company 

in good standing

The Academic Excellence Award
There will be a $1,000 award given to the individual in the aviation 

industry under 5 years, with the highest score on the AVIATION 

INSURANCE, CORE PRINCIPALS AND CONCEPTS course during 

the preceding 12 months.

• The individual must be employed less than 5 years in the 

aviation insurance industry

• Be an AIA Member or employed by an AIA Member Company 

in good standing

Finally, we are always looking for future AIA Education Foundation 

Initiatives.  Help us by becoming one of, what we are calling, 

AMBASSADORS for the AIA Education Foundation.  If you think you 

might be interested in joining us please email me at 

alan.smith@usi.com or call me at 786-454-2103.  We need your 

ideas in our continuing efforts in support of academic excellence.  

The AIA education committee is pleased to announce that the first 

offering of “Aviation Insurance, Core Principles and Concepts” will 

be presented in the Dallas Texas area on September 30-Oct 2. The 

specific details will be forthcoming shortly.

It is important that we have excellent participation in this first 

offering so we can receive maximum feedback on what works and 

what we can do better.

Please mark your calendar and support our efforts by attending 

yourself or sending someone from your office.

Committee report
 Doug Johnson - chairman, aia education foundation
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It has been guestimated that there are as many as 40,000 
professionals currently working in the Aviation Insurance In-
dustry worldwide.  This would include everyone in all of our 
divisions within the AIA (Agents & Brokers, Attorneys, Claims, 
International, Re-Insurers and Underwriters) which create 
and deliver our insurance products and services.  Currently the 
AIA membership stands at about 725.  Granted, many of these 
members are the Who’s Who of aviation insurance, but if the 
40,000 number is anywhere near correct, we are reaching less 
than 2% of our population.  Even if the total population were 
only 10,000, we are still reaching less than 10% of Aviation 
Insurance Professionals.

The AIA Board of Directors began looking at this issue this 
past year.  Two ad hoc committees were created – one focused 
on membership growth; the other on our dues structure.  The 
two committees have now been combined into one.

There may be some among us that believe the status quo is 
working and we don’t need to grow beyond what we are now.  

sustain our association and provide a good foundation for fu-
ture generations in our industry as our current membership 
ages and retires. Weather we adopt the status quo or pursue 
growth is purely a collective board decision.

Why do we want to grow our membership?
-

evant and more valuable to the careers of more people in our 
industry as well as attract the best and the brightest to our in-
dustry.  Just as importantly, a larger membership can provide 

of our annual conference.

membership challenge
jim gardner - aia secretary

If we are to grow there are two quintessential questions:  How 
do we reach the other 90%; and why would they want to be 
members?

How do we reach Non-Members? 
We know who our members are.  We also know who are past 
members that have dropped their memberships.  What we 
don’t know is who our non-members are.  It is not as simple an 

-
ance industry does not share information like other insurance 
sectors.  This applies to employee information as well.  Sec-
ondly, our primary communication tool is our quarterly mag-
azine, “The Binder.”  We have vastly improved it with better 
layout, articles, and an online version in addition to the print-
ed version.  Every member gets one.  Hopefully, every member 
shares it with a non-member, but that may be as far as it goes.  
We need to develop better methods and ideas on how to com-
municate with the industry at large.  We want and need your 
input on how we may reach new members.  Some of the sug-

1. More aggressive use of social media like Facebook and 
LinkedIn.

2. Attendance and visibility at other trade shows like the 
NBAA and HAI where our members attend.

3. Grassroots programs such as encourage our members 
to be self-appointed Ambassadors for the AIA as well 
as AIA visits to various member and non-member 
companies.

4. Articles and visibility in other aviation industry pub-
lications.

5. Learning from other associations and getting ideas 
from our current members.
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Why should you join the AIA?

Current Benefits of AIA Membership.

-

might also be a great way in reaching out to non-members.

The Annual Conference and Networking

From its original formation, the AIA’s pinnacle advantage 

grown beyond our original founders’ expectations.  It remains 
the single best place to network with the best people in the in-
dustry.  For that short 3 or 4 days, it truly becomes a small 
world.  For instance, in 2 short hours a broker can meet some-
one from every underwriting market, learn about their appe-
tite for business and make relationships you just can’t do on 
the phone.   While attending the conference is an investment, 
the vast majority who attend will tell you it’s worth it.  Some 
might even say it has “made their career.”

Continuing Education

get up to 8 hours of pure aviation related continuing education 
credit for licensed insurance professionals.   Attorneys can re-
ceive up to 10 hours of CLE if they attend both education ses-
sions.  Presenters in these education sessions are some of the 
best experts in the aviation industry providing their experience 
and knowledge on a full spectrum of topics relating to aviation. 

New CAIP Course Curriculum

The Education Committee over the past year has written a 
brand new curriculum called “Aviation Insurance Core Prin-
ciples and Concepts.”   All the material used in the new course 
was written by AIA members who are experts in their particu-

-
end format but as we work out the bugs in the course we plan 

for individual and corporate members.

Online Continuing Education

We currently have two online courses for CE credit. The AIA 

courses.  The material for the Core Principles and Concepts 
course could be the basis for new, online courses for CE credit 
as well.

The Binder

As I said earlier in the article, our association magazine has 
gotten better with more improvements to come.  It is becoming 
a true industry magazine rather than just a report from the dif-
ferent divisions and advertisement for the annual conference.  
We are soliciting articles from authors outside our association 
that relate to aviation risk management and insurance.  We 
continue to look for new article from within our industry as 
well.  Hopefully our members receiving The Binder will share 

Improving the Value Proposition

The Board of Directors, our Management team and the Mem-
bership Committee realize that to grow we need to improve the 
value of being an AIA member.   Conducting a “Needs Assess-
ment” for each division within the association may be a good 
place to start in identifying what our current members want 
and need as regards future programs and services.  We need to 

-

These are some of the issues the Membership Committee will 
-

tion that will insure that the AIA continues to grow and pro-
vide the tools, services and opportunities that our individual 
and corporate members want and need.  We will be reaching 
out to each Division Board Member for their input as it relates 
to their division members.  Your help is also absolutely essen-
tial.  Tell us what you would like to see from your association 
and how we might provide it.  Tell us how we can make the 
Aviation Insurance Association better. 
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Maybe it is thoroughly enjoying 
a single malt (neat) after work with 
friends, or wearing a really great suit. 
Besides savoring all of the above, and 
after a quick time travel holiday to Kit-

-
ward to when I began my career in avia-
tion claims, now pushing 40 years.

Old School Never Grows Old

“Old School” means different things to 

different people. Perhaps it is a not-

very-stock muscle car, or wind-in-your 

hair in your Stearman at the nap of the 

earth, or being a Scoutmaster or Little 

League Coach. 

I was extremely fortunate from the out-

underwriter. I was equally fortunate to 
have an excellent supervisor and quickly 
began what still is a great relationship 

-
torney and inherited from my predeces-

-

steve teller
aviation, ls
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claims division

what to my surprise, though very young, 
-

perament and perspective to my work. 

School) lessons, personal and profes-
sional, we learn when we are young, very 
young. Like saying please and thank 
you, respecting our elders, sharing with 
others, or opening a door for someone. 
And a little later, we learn about going 
the extra mile (after a 16 hour day), 
about the (real) Golden Rule, and that 
our word is our bond. We learn about 
acknowledging Emails right away, even 
if we don’t have time to get the answer at 
the moment, and then  always following 
through. And if we are very fortunate, 
we learn that our customers’ and our 
colleagues’ needs are greater than our 
own, and that when we have someone’s 

are the center of the universe.

I learned very quickly that getting a 

have meant that I called my broker and 
asked if he could explain to the Insured 

that I really did need to see the plane be-

could see it tomorrow instead of a week 
from next Thursday. It meant that hu-
mility must be my default (still working 
on that one). With my attorney and my 
vendors it meant that I was always learn-
ing, even on my own time, and that I had 
to remain in charge, even when some of 
them would forget more than I would 
ever know.

When I began, we used ancient archae-
ological artifacts called “pay phones” to 
communicate, and we had no voice 

School briefcase and called in at lunch 
and at the end of the day for messag-
es. I wrote “letters” on non-sustainable 
“paper”, and used an ancient method of 
payment to send them called “stamps”. 
I learned how to use a next-gen Telex, 
and then a fax with thermal paper that 
erased after six months (which came 
in mighty handy during audits). Then I 
got a very big and VERY slow comput-
er sans Windows (!), a “car phone” that 
had a ten pound power adapter in the 

rejected expense report, attached), and 
then a “mobile” phone that looked like 

Then came the Internet, Voice Mail, 
Email and Federal Express…

Now every stakeholder (plus the blogger 
who still lives with his Mom and any-
one with a smartphone) can know most 
of what we are all doing, how well we 
do it, fast. Soon a UAV will deliver the 
settlement check (if he has no Pay Pal 
account) to the grandson of the poor 
Bonanza owner who just totaled his new 
Lancair.

has shed a lot of its old narrowness, bi-
ases and arrogance. Good work, be it in 
claims, or in any other insurance aspect, 
is getting even better, more relational, 
and more interdependent. And I say, as I 
raise my single malt (neat), that we must 

that last digital Proof of Loss electroni-
cally signed, or until we reach our pro-
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The post-war 1950’s were a time of innovation and entre-
-

ufacturing. Alongside the world-class commercial products 
of Boeing, Douglas and Lockheed, a multitude of single and 
multi-engine light piston aircraft were emerging from back-
yard garages, small town factories and major manufacturing 
plants. World War II aircraft, as well as new designs from 
manufacturers like Cessna, Piper, Beech, Stinson, Mooney 

A growing support industry drew on the talents of former air 
corps personnel. These individuals propelled further growth in 
maintenance shops, fuel services, sales and support, and train-
ing of the next generation of pilots. 

Growth continued through the 1960’s and 1970’s in the num-

-
na, Piper and Beech. Consolidation of the general aviation 
manufacturing industry had taken place in the late 1960’s and 

-
sive product line. They also had the infrastructure necessary 
to support sales and training. Their aggressive marketing of 
general aviation and the resultant explosion in sales of general 

The Products Liability Crisis 
and GARA

alexander t. wells, ed.d - AIA Education Consultant

aviation aircraft reached its peak in the late 1970’s. This nat-
urally spurred sharp growth in the support industries such as 

By 1978-1979, there were 29 manufacturers of general avia-
tion aircraft, including the Big Three. These manufacturers 
produced over 14,000 light piston general aviation aircraft 
and had record revenue of $2.2 billion. This revenue achieved 
a consistent balance of trade surplus with foreign countries. In 

million jobs.

The tremendous growth of general aviation came to a halt in 
the early 1980’s when it entered a period of stagnation and de-
cline. A number of structural factors are helpful in explaining 
the declining fortunes of general aviation. 

• A two year recession during the early 1980’s.

•

secure pilot licenses and ratings.
• Interest rates soared and the cost of maintaining and op-

• Traditional target markets, such as age groups from the 

mid 30’s to the mid 40’s turned to boating and more ex-
pensive cars.

• The 10 percent investment tax credit ended in 1985.
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Despite attempts to bolster its sagging market, these economic 
and demographic challenges proved too much for the general 

-
eral aviation aircraft. Consequently, production stalled. Con-
struction of light piston-engine aircraft by major established 
manufacturers during the 1980’s virtually ceased.

The costs associated with a product’s liability 10, 20, 30 and 
40 years long rose dramatically; in fact, it became the num-
ber one concern of all general aviation manufacturers. The 
number of frivolous legal actions aimed at general aviation 
manufacturers increased as well as the size of awards. Insur-
ance premiums increased from $51 per new airplane in 1962 
to $2,111 in 1972. It would be a sign of things to come for the 
aircraft manufacturers and no doubt, one of the 
major causes for the precipitous decline in the 
production of general aviation aircraft during 
the 1980’s. Product liability insurance costs for 
the general aviation airplane builders totaled 
about $135 million in 1985 and based on unit 
shipments of 2,000 aircraft that year, the price 
exceeded $70,000 per airplane. This was more 
than the selling price of many basic two- and 
four-place aircraft.

deregulation in 1978 caused a decrease in the 
use of business aircraft. Business aircraft were 
harder to justify. In 1980 Beech Aircraft was 
acquired by Raytheon Corporation which even-
tually dropped the Beech name in 1997. Beech 
survived the 1980’s by concentration on its traditional role as 
a supplier of business airplanes. Cessna was acquired by Gen-

aviation to be too far removed from its core military business, 
which was in decline during the post-cold war period, so Cess-
na was sold to Textron in 1992. Cessna dropped its piston air-
craft production in 1986 and self-insured up to $100 million. 

-
gregate exposure with their own captive insurance company. 
Piper’s owner, Banger Punta Corporation was bought by Lear 
Siegler, which was bought by Forstmann Little & Company. In 
1987 M. Stewart Miller and entrepreneurial businessman pur-
chased the company and unlike the other light aircraft manu-
facturers redirected the company’s attention to single-engine 
aircraft. Unfortunately, the company slipped into chapter 11 

bankruptcy in 1991. A. Stone Douglas, another entrepreneur 
purchased the company in 1992 under the protection of the 
court. Finally, in 1995, The New Piper Aircraft Corporation 
was formed from the assets sale of Piper Aircraft Corporation.

In 1993 only nine manufacturers of light pistons produced ap-
proximately 500 light piston aircraft. In that year, Piper was 
still in the process of emerging from Chapter 11 bankruptcy 
protection and produced two percent of their 1978 total pro-
duction; Beech was producing 18 percent of their 1978 total 
production; and Cessna was producing no light piston gener-
al aviation aircraft. As the business of the Big Three dropped 
precipitously, so did the fortunes of their enormous network 
of suppliers and support providers. Component part manufac-

-

less than 4,000. The number of people beginning pilot train-
ing (pilot starts) dropped to their lowest levels since the early 
1960’s.

By the mid 1980’s the industry came to the conclusion that it 
was necessary to focus on limiting its tremendous exposure to 
product liability actions. In their minds, this became import-
ant if the production of light piston aircraft for general aviation 
was to survive in this country.

-

the number of aircraft produced to the number of pilots cer-
-

dustry was dying. Members of the general aviation industry, 

Product liability insurance costs 

for the general aviation airplane 

builders totaled about $135 million 

in 1985 -- the price exceeded 

$70,000 per airplane. This was 

more than the selling price of many 

basic two- and four-place aircraft.
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including the General Aviation Manufacturers Association 
(GAMA) and other members of the pilot community became 
major advocates in an outspoken lobby favoring reform of 
the current tort system particularly aviation product liability. 

it was believed that federal authority over aviation safety of-
fered the best chance of achieving uniformity of legislation.

The General Aviation Revitalization Act (GARA)

-
ing the United States’ aviation products liability system was 
signed into law by President Clinton on August 17, 1994. GARA 

general aviation “some measure of relief from the onslaught 
of product liability litigation.” It provides an 18 year federal 
statute of repose on civil actions for death or injury or damage 
to property relating to general aviation aircraft and their com-
ponent parts.

Many people are familiar with the term statute of limitations

which establishes the time from the date of the injury by which 
one must bring a lawsuit. A typical statute of limitation or in-
jury or death due to product defect is one year. Some state laws 

liability lawsuit.

This statute of repose is not a statute of limitation. GARA sim-

had dragged manufacturers like the Big Three into litigation 
involving old aircraft.

all aircraft (unpowered, single or multi-engine, piston, turbine 

not engaged in passenger carrying operations at the time of 
the accident. Not surprisingly, GARA provides four major ex-
ceptions. The 18-year statute of repose does not apply to cases 
in which:

1. The manufacturer misrepresents certain safety infor-
mation to the FAA;

2. The claimant was a passenger for purposes of receiving 
medical or emergency treatment;

3. The claimant was not onboard the aircraft; or
4. Actions are brought under a manufacturer’s written 

warranties.

The expectations notwithstanding, the 1994 House Committee 
on the Judiciary report on the bill makes it clear that GARA’s 

manufacturers of aircraft and component parts after 18 years. 

other elements of the general aviation industry. In addition, 

for state law. State law governs the adjudication of aviation 
products liability cases involving claims for defective design, 
manufacture, or failure to warn. The House Committee on the 
Judiciary was very careful to emphasize that it was voting the 
bill out of committee as “a very limited federal preemption of 
state law” which would be viewed as a “narrow and considered 
response to the perceived liability crisis in the general aviation 
industry”.
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1 Guest voluntary settlement

2 Metal currency

3 Manufacturer of the JN-4 “Jenny”

4 An investigative official in a civilian or military organization (abv)

5 IATA code for the oldest airline still operating in the United States

6 A frame to support an artist’s canvas or a picture

7 Abbreviation for the Canadian Maritime province whose capital is Halifax

8 Abbreviation for the most important number assigned to a person who is  
 allowed to work

9 Southwestern University with an aviation program (abv)

10 The remains of a fallen building

11 Creative work

12 The time of greatest health, vigor or success

14 Indefinite article

16 A type of bomb

18 To chew and swallow food

19 A falsehood damaging a person’s character or reputation

22 Soviet built jet aircraft first designed in 1946

23 A soldier employed in laying mines

24 Mister (abv)

26 Of times long past

27 Clauses in a policy that specify situations in which insurance coverage  
 would not apply

30 Very common and important metal

35 Very popular boys organization (abv)

37 “The” in Spanish

38 Southern most state in the region of the United States known as New  
 England (abv)

44 First pilot to take off and land on a ship in 1911

47 First name of Charles Lindbergh’s wife

48 On the top of

49 ________ Roddenberry, legendary creator of the original Star Trek series

50 Razorbacks football team is from this state (abv)

52 Initials for the corporation whose known for its famous Polo line of   
 clothing

53 An affirmative vote

55 A tennis serve that an opponent is unable to return

56 _________ de, a mark over a letter in Spanish

57 Short for Certificate of Deposit

DOWN
1 An unexpected and undesirable event

8  VP candidate in 2008

13 Early aircraft manufacturer

14 To make secure or certain

15 Russian space station 

16 A contract that provides a periodic income at regular intervals for a  
  specified period of time

17 Percentage of the amount borrowed

20 State in which we find the Hawkeyes football team (abv)

21 A London based corporation that neither underwrites (subscribes)  
  policies of insurance nor directly issues them itself

24 One of the original 13 colonies and location of the Tea Party (abv)

25 To distinguish the flavor of by taking into the mouth

28 Medical organization (abv)

29 Open to the air

31 Lowest ranking naval officer (abv)

32 Sput _______

33 Formerly a Spanish colony, its people are now U.S. citizens (abv)

34 The Lincoln Memorial is located here (abv)

35 A province located on the west coast of Canada (abv)

36 The Wizards play in this city (abv)

37 A particular period in history

39 Abbreviation for an island country in the eastern Caribbean

40 Initials for the first popularly elected African-American to serve in the 
  U.S. Senate

41 Ash Wednesday to Easter

42 An aviation school in Florida (abv)

43 To decompose gradually

45 State in which we find the football team Gophers (abv)

46 Second lowest enlisted rank in the U.S. Navy (abv)

49 Colloquialism for a girl

51 A line of connected railroad cars

54 Unlawfully striking or touching another person

58 Third largest city in France. Notorious NAZI, Klaus Barbie was located 
  there during WWII

59 A type of money issued by government

60 Physician (abv)

61 180 degrees from WSW

62 Plentifully supplied

ACROSS
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